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my old man god rest his ass
once told me once
son don't ever let em push you
once they get ya movin it's awful hard to stop
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alzy
An ophthalmologist with penciled-in eyebrows put her
hairless hand
on my smooth young knee and explained my sight to me
The term lazy eye is inaccurate
she told me
because the eye is not lazy
In fact, it would probably be more accurate to say
lazy brain
because it is a developmental problem in the brain
not an organic problem in the eye
When your brain has been labeled lazy by science
and it begins to ignore a vital part of you
you may feel that you’ve suddenly become younger than
your age of 9
And you’d like to set your little silk teeth
on the glass edge of an open jar
and cry little plaid tears
She confronted me with an autostereogram
of several holographic flies
until we determined
that I was only seeing in two dimensions
My wide eyes wandered
Later, at home, my mother
folded a quilted paper towel
with a light floral pattern
into quarters and taped it over my right eye
I went into the neighborhood like this
and went to school like this
and came home and caught snakes in the yard
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Hot Piss
My brain is still lazy
And I write a poem with a wandering eye
Until it’s too much
And I have to go into the next room, grab a plump
Strawberry to put in my mouth
As I step into the bathroom and take a hot little piss
When you wear a phrase like a pair of panties
Still wet from being prematurely pulled from the dryer
It’s best to sit for a long time
And think about what you’ve done
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Butterfly Pain(ting)
When I run down a mountain
To get to my pickup truck
To get to the rodeo
I do so recklessly
So that when I bring up my foot
For the 400th or 500th time
It smashes into a rock
And the blood dampens
The inside of my waterproof boots
My stomach twists
And I limp
Until finally I am running again
Rodeos favor the quick and the obstinate
My stubbornness is radiant
The trail produced a vision
That could only be real
That could only make me feel dumb and terrorized
In the half shadow of a young spruce
A butterfly flapped in the fine dust
Of the well worn path
On its wing, clung a green spider
With a vaguely known strategy
Piercing the wing
Resolutely
The wing holding the spider
Holding the whole butterfly
Holding down dust
And drawing it back up again
A feeling of the dry struggle
Embedding itself in me
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Femme Curtain
From time to time I mash my ponytail into my face
and sob into the soft mass
I consider the word dignity
To determine if I still have it
And no, I don’t exactly have it
If a thing is happening then it hurts
I toured the Susan B. Anthony house
In orthopedic shoes
I woke up chewing on dirt
I underwent another poem
I sat at a table by a busy city street
And told the men who called me slut
To go fuck their dads
Their rage was so complete
That finally I could relax
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Cock Weather
Don’t make an old dog beg
When dogs fight
In a small room
Everything takes on the smell
Of their mauve mouths
A sun-filled tooth bit my ovulating mouth down
Into a great blue fun stump
I slapped him
He whimpered
I whined softly
His whole ear was bent in
To listen
I passed the day
With two men
In an airless room
Their cocks drizzling
In defeated succession
Into a semen estuary
That debouched over my hushed lips
And into a cool puddle by the bookcase
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All smooth things
A poem about fishing? (art)
how many days are we going to be long
how many thin
until days
get longer
because the moon is full
again
adding a strand of hair to the braid
in the morning every morning
it’s too sad when there are wet leaves
in the wheelbarrow
and the sight of it is enough to make you hate
being an artist
because everything is sad and beautiful
and self-critiquing anyway
and if we can’t see it all the time
why should we see it
in designated places more readily
stop trusting yourself
to know yourself
after studying
you still won’t ever put
a shovel down into a wet patch
of a soil
ready to take it
how does it feel to dig the perfect
hole
for a post
or a tent stake
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fishing in the lake
means getting drunk while you fish
your clarity
never
a rain starts and the island of paintings
gets wet and you grab them
and you’re still drunk mind you
and you boat them back to shore
to the farm house where you
wait and blow
and wrap it all in plastic covers
afterwards.
there’s a shed close by
where the work never got wet
but the mice in the oatmeal boxes, maybe
the shed has a roof
and the sculpture itself is an
umbrella
it never got wet
underrrr
what does it mean
to start smoking
when you’re older?
Old enough to know better?
mid 20s
Baby virginia slim smoke
I’ll smoke half you smoke half
A pack a month
A pact for months
That we still haven’t broken
Probably because there’s no sex involved
A poem about friends now
Who decide when they’re older to smoke
Still waiting
On what this means
Handing out cigarettes in the galleries
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At the MET, I think? No it did really happen
ceo’s need cultural capital
And their company’s logo
On exhibition catalogues
And new wings of the museum
Called Target
And a good public image
Of liberal, progressive values
Loving freedom
Hating regulation
Philanthropically supporting art
Smart art
Can you talk about smoking
If you talk about it being bad?
How many times do you touch a wet blanket
With the edge of you or with your tongue
But it feels right
And the wet wool blanket will still keep you warm
That’s the rule about wool
When you drape it over a pallet and sleep there for six
months
It will keep you warm
Can you get excited about anything when
You are making art
After fishing
Maybe you’re sober now
You can keep getting drunk
If you keep drinking beer
But if you are sober
You’ll walk around the lake
In a steady orbit
Looking down as often as you would
If you were drunk
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But you would be seeing the differences
In color
And in texture
Of the leaves
Calm for a moment maybe
And then you would feel a little fired up
About something
Still
But it wouldn’t be sex, probably
Or maybe it would be
But you would say that you were thinking
About art
If anyone asked you after fishing
What you were thinking about
Are you ever in a museum
And you’re looking at all the paintings
And you’re thinking about the male gaze
And the readymade
and formalism
and schools of art
and of art theory
and of class warfare
and all critical thought
dies
because museums only make you want to have sex
like being in church
because it’s so dead in there
and full of things that are so close to being real life
that it’s terrifying
and it bores you
and you’re so desparate
to engage in any life-affirming act
like murder
or sex
or making something yourself
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sometimes I meditate
but not often
i pissed on a bed of sugar once
but I couldn’t aim
like when dicks aim at snow
if you’re fishing around a lake
in upstate ny
and you’re drunk
and you think of the lake
as a hole in the ground filled with
water
you might also think of a Dixie cup
without considering the difference in size
or juxtaposing it literally in your mind
because then you would situate yourself there
with the objects
in a void
in your mind
and you might have an existential crisis
or recall the first feelings of being small
that you had as a child
and maybe you would be frightened
as it frightens me still
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Can you believe that I’m writing this on a rooftop
When it’s cold
And I’m as sober as ever?
If I were to go fishing now
I would be sober
And I wouldn’t catch anything
Because I feel so good
Waking up with make up on
Is a real feeling
Even though my roommate
Adam thinks it isn’t
But he’s the one who put Courtney love on
Who sings that in a song
And when I’m wearing a high ponytail
And it’s tight
In elastic
I get a headache
When my hair isn’t washed
Less passively
When I don’t wash my hair
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After the 4th day and into the 5th 6th
Or beyond
It feels like something wet
Unmistakably
My hair becomes wet clay
Independence is important
when you’re drunk at a party
you talk more
beads are worn around the neck to protect
or to show people
that you have good anything
money
or taste
or style without money
or mysticism
pushed crystals into palms
you don’t really know how you feel
but as long as someone is playing the crystal bowl
at the same time
you believe that there’s
a center in you
and there is
and it’s important to find it
meditate often
judy Judith
the psychic
we still have to set up an appointment
with her
she knows who we will love
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October 2012
Composite chart
Another high-energy chart generates
New decision points
New points of departure
Proliferate
Disruptive events
Abound
if she sees something bad
not medium bad
but really bad
maybe she won’t tell us
if Judith and I went fishing
around a lake
and we were drunk
we would throw tarot
cards
into the lake
fish don’t eat paper
but it would be funny
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or I’d throw first
and she would be mad
and she would hex me
even if you are hexed
it’s important to keep going
if there was a room
and the room wasn’t by a lake
and you were sober
feeling really sharp
thinking about art theory
you would want to fill the room up
with objects
but the important part is the
act of filling
you can’t read theory right before bed
but you can read poetry
that’s the best time
to read it
or to write it
unless you are getting drunk
it’s better sometimes to get drunk
than to write poetry
when you eat at a buffet
there are usually 6-12
different islands
and there aren’t always
clear themes at each one
why are there hot dogs next to
wontons
and this stir fry
is right next to the garlic bread
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which I won’t eat anyway
the sushi is over in the corner
and the sashimi is on a boat, elevated
getting hotter
than everything else
nobody’s gonna eat it
do you get seconds or thirds
I’ve wanted
For a long time
To eat ice cream first
At a buffet
fly paper
sticking parts of a fly
resisting its own body in favor of glue
glue holding paper on to other paper
holding a blunt together thick
a burned anything
in favor of anything
and playing basketball in the yard
the line holds up the dripping towels
the smoke passes through thick
seat cushions, too, absorbing and releasing smoke
There’s nothing stopping me
my foot holds down my sock
as I walk
faster
trying to get to the studio
I hate painting
I’m rearranging objects
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Hair
Paper clips
A brick of wet paper towels
Rain poncho
Semen
Bottle opener
Eating at a buffet
Tarp
Gravel piles
Pony-tail
Sadness
Goretex
Bird feeder
Stains
Soft carrot
Analgesic balm
Sawdust
Friendship
Stained glass
Hoop earring
Bad poetry
Back pack
Flame-print duct tape
Long candles
Plexiglass
Shelves
Saran wrap
Paintings
Pallet
Pallet knife
Nails
Extension chord
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if you were drunk
and there was a lake
but you weren’t fishing
you maybe wouldn’t look at the water,
unless the water was rough
but you would look out at the horizon
at where the edge of the water
meets the edge of the woods
and the space congeals
more readily into the idea of a lake
if you have seen the concrete drains
where the surface of the lake collapses suddenly
and geometrically
you may also know
how comforting it is to look
out at a lake
and see the clear horizon
without the gaping black hole
Do you get self conscious
When you eat a carrot
And the carrot crunches so loudly
That it vibrates in your brain
What if the carrot is soft
And you throw it at a garbage can
But you miss
Look around to see if anyone else saw
That happen
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Soft Talker
I am a soft talker
Which makes me easily bullied
I am a soft talker
Which provokes the monologue in others
I love it
It pummels me
I take it in my mouth
And hold it there
Until I can breathe
All the way through it
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Dog-tipped
my little drool-mouthed
dog-tipped tits
they hang there
and i like them
you hurt them on purpose
i accept this
and you weaken
until your aggression
is supplanted by something predictable and cute
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Hex
There are a few things you ought to know I can’t I love
typin gi love the feel of it
Iiiiii want to eat burgers all day and just type type type
poems
They’ll be tears
Still, we are relatively young
Less and less true

After aughter comes tears
There are noooobody nobody nobody
When you’re in your arms you gave
After laughterrrr comes tearsssss s s
This doesn’t last always
There are a few more things
There are a couple different ways to go about it
The psychic’s house
We went into together
Talking in we
Thinking in I
Because our own pressing minds
Were too far down in our shoes
Walking over each others heads
Like we do when we feel good
The brick side wall
Doored on its front
Opened to us
To the whole warm room
Shoved up against my face
Glade candle
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Coffee water
And my eyes elongating
Into ovals filling the room
Fixed on plain playing cards
Laid out into 3s
And it felt true?
But we felt it together and together makes a weak thing
strong even if it shouldn’t be
The psychic doesn’t mention water but I want her to
To start worrying
I plan to go swimming
Because I can’t swim
Maybe I can?
Can you psyche yourself out
Into thinking
A thing like swallowing water?
After a night of feeling it
Full of water
After the feeling of it
Of feeling muddy or sinking through the murky light
Into less light
I will go to the YMCA
And the tide will take me!
I will start out in a bathing suit
And it will become a long
Heavy gown
That stretches below
My kicking feet
My cautious body knows what else
And no other cautious body
Is too
Or even enough to
Not stare
At all a girl
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In a sauna
For 8 minutes only
Because I start to worry about spontaneously combusting
Later
after holding in
That much heat
Sauna
To pool
To hot tub
To towel
To shower
To towel
To wet outside
In a car
The same car we will take to see a psychic
I will probably drown!
And yet she makes no mention of this!
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1
I watched a trainer of wild mustangs get up on one
In a pale green bikini
And run barrels
In 17.34 seconds
Without a saddle
I felt nauseous at this
Her tits were like muscles, as they should be
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2
Mounted my motorcycle and it started hailing, each
teardrop on my cheek pelted by a tiny droplet of hail bye
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3
When you are whiskey puking
In a haunted hotel
In Wyoming
At least you are not alone
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Flower Slough
I wake up with no thoughts
I start over every day
My mind living me as an idiot
When you tried to light my hair on fire
In that bar
I knew that you were jealous of me
I showed up in a power suit
With a coffee cup with a lid with a lipstick stain on it
My hair was shiny which enraged you
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Field Notes
379 acres
The deed signed by four parties
I own the 379 acres
45.0826656, -103.5483724
Amortized over 86 months
The deed in my fireproof lock box
With a black exterior
Holding social security card
Holding birth certificate
Holding dry air
A dry spell a dry wall
My mouth
My mouth saying ‘rain’
Thick breath lining the inside of my mouth
Has a smell
In Butte County, below Four Mile Creek
A drought is silver
Where the old water runoff has formed rough channels
When my brother left southward
From the house
In the morning
In all camouflage except
His blaze orange hat
I kept track of his hours
In between my hours
And the feet of my dogs
Fall in step with their own feet
They run in the open
I run when I am in diesel machines
Hunting with a muzzle loader
100 yards – farthest you can shoot accurately
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Open sight – no scope
50 caliber
Bullet’s ½ in
Huge
But slow
You’ve gotta be quiet, pick a route, get close, aim has to
be good
For three hours, he followed
The blood trail
Of an injured deer
He is sober and he smiles at nothing
The soil on trails is dense
Natural ruts
Which collect more snow
Lay slightly lower
Stay slightly cooler
See slightly more shade
You till in the fall in a cold climate
So the soil will heat up
Faster in the spring
Snow stays on the trails
Longer than in the fields
My feet go there often
When I walk south I am looking
At pure color
Unless I am hunting
When you read Calamity Jane’s letters
To her daughter
You might be wondering what everyone else is wondering
Which is did she really marry Wild Bill Hickock
And how did she give birth in 1883
If she was scouting for the army
But you may also react like I did and weep
At her paranoia
And her hatred for and by other women
And her desire to be a man so that
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Most things would be better
Her intelligent horse named Satan
Her justifications for murder
Nothing was soft
Indicators gather in fields of density
On a string of barbed wire fencing
A tuft of a passing something
The tracks read elk
The pair of indentations above the hoof
Read male
There are also traces
Of my brother
And the dogs
His feet swinging slightly outward
Far, far apart
The dogs running helixes
Around the boot prints
These are old, these are 4 days old
The bull was alone
The most expensive artwork by a living female artist sold
for 6.6 million dollars
Elk threaten each other
By curling back their upper lip, grinding their teeth
And hissing softly
Elk signal to their calves
By whining softly
Along the trails
Further south
The ailing pine trees
Turn red
Before turning
A dry orange
I mark these changes with
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Spraypaint on bark
To track the severity of the problem
Mountain pine beetles settle in the bark
And are sometimes expelled
By the tree in a line of sap
But mostly they stay
Until mid summer
And then spread to a new host tree
A small master
A conflict in management of land
They move unfettered
I track them
What can be tracked can be tracked for some time
But less and less usefully
In spring a small dead pine tree
Bears the marks of
A deer rub from three months prior
The buck rubs its antlers
Against the tree
To remove the velvet coating
On its newly-regrown appendages
This sometimes kills the tree
Tracking, after a long enough time,
Ceases to be sport
And becomes study
There are dogs for each of us
They run as we walk
They chase mountain lions
We envy them
It is against the law
On most permits
To use dogs to hunt lions
But if you bring your horse
It will tell you in a different way
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Moon in Aries
You lived vicariously through me
You filled me with blood
You filled my dick with hard blood
You wanted me to be bad
To go out there and reach
Maximum complication in all interpersonal relationships
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Sometimes
I feel as though
I’m doomed to love everyone
And that love fills me up, but with water
And that love is a stone
That I’m carrying
At the bottom
Of a lake
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Miami
sleeping with a lot of men is sometimes bad
because it makes you feel as though you have power
that you don't really have
and they cum on your back without kissing you!
and then they ask you to clean their apartments
while they are in Miami
for a respectable amount of money
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Pura Vida
How many crimes does it take
for your mom to notice you?
Picture me in Costa Rica
In the blue zone
Where old locals live long lives
In sun baked t shirts
I’m walking from hotel to hotel
Asking where is my mother
At dawn I had not found her
At dawn I was puking
Over the side of the eastbound
Tambor ferry
Into the Gulf of Nicoya
Pura Vida
I am sloppy
The car accident I saw
In the van
That picked me up at the dock
Was real
The Brahman cow that caused the wreck
Kept its hooves in the road
And chewed serenely on nothing
Unbothered
Wholesome
Its floppy bunny ears inviting forgiveness
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Curled Around Peeing in the Highway
Long red candles in the stream at night
Sliding down on slippery needles
A hand on a handle of a cooler
Holding broken skins, wet
And floating
Fire in my mouth
Stones in someone else’s mouth
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I grabbed the tail by the head
Tongue flick but not sexy
Flat on the road but not dead
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She
felt
her
future
in
front
of
her
nose
like
nailing
a
wet
hide
to
the
tool
shed
in
the
yard
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First poem of 2015
It’s not like if you have sex with someone
Their dick is in your forever
The body forgets
Thank god
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Rat Fink
My deep belly
Eats leather
From under fingernails
I’m patched custom
My jacket’s thick-belted
I’m matted – thick-pelted
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Pentavalent
They scratch at my dog door
I put roofing tar on the rubber flap to mark them when they
cum’n’go

1. A warm and dependable dick that is small enough
not to hurt you
2. Accept love as an inevitability and just go about
your business
3. Premium leather waiting for you in the mail
4. A man like a sleeping husky when you have sex.
Cry into his neck
5. My braids are 4 days old; I smell like a hot engine
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Asking for a Friend
Do you ever wake up
Throw an old t shirt on
Only to realize
Hours later
That you’re wearing
A literal cumrag
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To Bedlam, WY and Part Way Back
I’ve gone down the road feelin bad
I made beef jerky
In a hot car
Five miles from the gate
Beef moistening the windows
My lilac towel on the seat in front
Odor has a face
Like the skin of a pony
Decay is a slow burn
That trots out in leather
My little pumpkins,
If the heel of your boot
Digs a hole that works
It will embolden you for a lifetime
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Itch Corridor
I am alone in my tent
Which means
I am naked from the waist down
And wearing a long-sleeved
Underarmour shirt soaked in DEET
The shirt was advertised as
Quick-drying, scent-blocking, and quiet
I stretch out on my stomach
Reading a Hungarian novel
With an Ensor painting on the cover
Thinking, if this was a Matriarchy
I would just walk around like this
All the time
My whole mouth is an angry bite
My red bumped legs are fast hot itch sticks
Bruises emerge around scratch channels
I am a human being in hot slow motion
When your partners try to distract you
Out of jealousy
Or boring control issues
It’s best to write your poem anyway
A boyfriend called me a bitch once
And I made a list of what might be a cool kind of bitch
to be
A bird bitch
A bulldog bitch
A long migration of mule deer bitch
Wyoming corridor bitch
Wildlife biologist bitch
Rainbow trout bitch
An Estimation of Streamflow Characteristics for
Charles M. Russell National Wildlife Refuge,
Northeastern Montana bitch
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Montana Bighorn Sheep Conservation Strategy bitch
Bothered ambition bitch
Orthopedic shoe bitch
Cold bath bitch
Horseback bitch
Leather reigns bitch
Cold truck bitch
Pink camo bitch
Permit to carry bitch
Soft hair bitch
Gun lessons bitch
Gunmetal bitch
Field khaki bitch
Foliage bitch
Desert tan bitch
Night bitch
Cherrywood bitch
Lakeshore sand bitch
Blue pine bitch
Rocky Mountain bitch
You can stack small betrayals
Like poker chips
That’s really the end
Of that
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The River of No Return
She was an incredible slut until finally she gave it up for a
life of study and solitude
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Gunnar Tchida is an artist studying Wildlife Biology in
Montana. In 2015, she founded Cowgirls for Voluntary
Human Extinction. Her dog’s name is Luna, and her
motorcycle’s name is Pony.

	
  

	
  

	
  

